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Spurs’ Popovich imparts wisdom on Ferry, Budenholzer

Jason Getz

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Gregg Popovich knows what is in store for the Hawks - specifically the relationship between general manager Danny Ferry
and new head coach Mike Budenholzer.

The long-time Spurs head coach, winner of four NBA titles from 1999-2007, worked with Ferry during his three stints with the
Spurs, two in the front office and one as a player. Popovich recruited Budenholzer at Pomona College, gave him a non-
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paying job with the Warriors and brought him to the Spurs 19 years ago.

As part of an exclusive interview with the Atlanta Journal-Constitution Thursday, here is one question and answer from
Popovich. (More of the interview can be found in a Sunday story by Steve Hummer and in the coming days.)

Q. Both Danny and Bud said (Wednesday) that expect to have heated exchanges while making the decisions that have to be
made going forward. How does that relationship (between GM and coach) work where you can walk out of the room unified?

A. The ability to initially disagree and discuss, come to a conclusion and then follow that as a team speaks to people’s
character, maturity and ability to be comfortable in their own skins. That is the kind of people who can get things done. If you
don’t have those qualities, you can’t do that. Bud’s imminently used to that. We have a participatory sort of style here the way
we do things. If I’m having a meeting about players or free agents or whatever it might be, (general manager) R.C. (Buford)
and his guys are in the room, whether it’s been Danny or Dell Demps or Sam Presti or whoever and Bud will be in there and
probably one or two other coaches. Maybe eight, nine, 10 people will be there. We will get feisty and we all are a bunch of
wise (expletive) to some degree anyway, and we give each other crap and this, that or the other and we get through it. If it
takes four minutes or four hours, it doesn’t matter. We get through it together. By the time we finish, everybody has been
convinced one way or the other and by the time you leave the room it’s one decision and everybody follows it – to the extent
that if anybody doesn’t give their opinion, their (butt) will be out of here soon because I don’t need it. I don’t need anybody
here who won’t give their opinion and stick by it.

If (Spurs owner) Peter Holt came to our practice facility and came to the film room and asked the film guys ‘What do you think
about Pop doing this? Or waiving this guy? Or trading this guy?’ If there opinion is the opposite of mine and they don’t give it,
I don’t need that guy in the film room. Peter Holt knows he is going to get that kind of answer. If everybody feels empowered
that they can, without fear, give their opinion on something and it doesn’t affect their position, now you have something
powerful working for your organization and now those ideas are out there and they can be taken and they can be used and
we don’t give a damn where the idea came from. I know Bud and Danny will do it exactly the same way.
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The ability to reach a consensus decision after working through initial differences is a powerful skill for building a high
performing operation. It takes a level of self-confidence, focus and intellect. And I suspect that if you have that culture in the
front office, it will ultimately enable that same "coming together of minds" in the player locker-room. Everyone gets to voice
their opinion but we leave the room on the same page and understanding how we plan to execute. None of that nonsense
when a head coach calls a play and seconds later, a player goes rogue and does his own thing (irrespective of that player's
talent level or competitive spirit).

Posted by WillieCoyote at 2:31 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

It's no wonder why San Antonio is such a model franchise.

Posted by -sting- at 2:53 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

whew that last blog was getting tiresome

3rd!!!!

Posted by -sting- at 2:57 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

sounds just like billy knight and rick doesnt it?

breath of fresh air.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 3:51 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"What u, Najeh, and RodfromCP failed to see in my posts are NOT me saying Coach Bud is God sent and that we will
instantly win the championship in 2014. But what I AM saying is Coach Bud is a player-development type of coach who has a
system in mind that once he mold his players to play HIS STYLE OF BASKETBALL THE WAY HE HAS SEEN IT TO BE
PROVEN , wither seasoned vets or draft prospects, (preferably from other counties), the Hawks THEN will have an identity
that we have yet to see in a very very long time. It will also be a product on the court that fans, TRUE FANS, would truly
appreciate cause players are play a style of ball that will not only be exciting but rewarding as well.."

Wow, you sure seem to know a lot of intricate details about his coaching style. Where did you get this info? One on one
interview? Observing one of his practices? Interviews with his players and other coaches? 

All we have to go on are his public statements and his track record, which is really Popovich's track record. None of us have
any idea whether he is the next Mike Brown or the next Popovich. Everything you are writing is just speculation.
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Posted by RamonReturns at 3:54 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB, 

AJ, I would gladly start a team anchored by Rondo. I never said I don't want Al on my team. But if trading Al is the ONLY way
you could get a superstar player or potential superstar player, than I would make that deal. 

Speaking of that, I would do a trade of Al for Granger straight up, because I know I could re-sign Josh. And I would still
attempt to move up in the draft and take McCollum or draft the best two bigs with the 17th and 18th pick. 

The thing is, if the plan is to play Al at the C, then I'm all for it. But if you're looking at Al as a PF, then he's better off being
traded IMO. Al is a top 6 C. But he is a middle of the pack PF.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 3:55 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"I guess that means Granger and Rondo aren't cornerstone type players."

Did I miss where the Celtics were better off without Rondo? I'm pretty sure they just got unceremoniously bounced in the first
round this year by a poorly coached, iso-heavy team without Rondo.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 3:59 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"Its funny how those seem to use this example to prove that Horford wasnt needed when in fact Josh STILL HAD JOE
JOHNSON!! This season when Josh missed games due to his behavior, Horford held the fork down with NO JOSH NOR
JOE JOHNSON and these games were against OKC, Pacers, Brooklyn AND the Lakers!!!!!"

Oliver Miller was always good at holding the fork down.

I think this season put to rest any claims of Joe being an impact player. 3rd option on a team that got bounced in the first
round by a team missing half its roster. That's who he is.

Josh's season this year was a little disappointing, if only because he was that good last year.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:03 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"No Najeh, Josh can't play the SA system. What you call overconfidence equates to bad decision making."

Anyone can play any system if their role is minimized enough. Rasheed Wallace can play Larry Brown's system when he
isn't the focal point of the offense. Zach Randolph can play Lionel Hollins' system when they emphasize getting him the ball
on the low block. Stephen Jackson can play Popovich's system if he is brought off the bench in a scoring role. These are
players who had every bit the level of decision-making issues that Josh has had in his career, if not more so. Josh can't be
the focal point of Popovich's system because he isn't talented enough, but as a complementary player, sure he can.
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Posted by -OBrien- at 4:03 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB, 

Ramon, 

“O'B, by the way, when Josh was 'stepping up' he was still taking his jumpers, and 3 pt attempts.” 

In 66 games last year, Josh took 109 3-pt FGA. In 76 games this season, he attempted 201 3-pt FGA. So with only 10 more
games played, he attempted an additional 92 3's, despite the fact that he only shot 26% from 3 last year (And vowed to be
mid-range shawty, leaving the shooters to take the 3's). 

Imagine how much better his FG% (and effectiveness) would be if he cut down on the 3's?

Posted by -OBrien- at 4:05 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Najeh, 

"Did I miss where the Celtics were better off without Rondo? I'm pretty sure they just got unceremoniously bounced in the
first round this year by a poorly coached, iso-heavy team without Rondo." 

Ramon referenced win % as to whether or not a player might be a franchise cornerstone. The Celtics win% was almost the
same with Rondo and without Rondo. Obviously he was missed in the playoffs.

Posted by Ms_Dee at 4:13 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

Najeh,

These quotes actually came from the San Antonio's beat writer, cant remember his name. He was on 92.9the game, a radio
station I listen to 99.9% of the time. Im sure he knows a heck of a lot more than we know and if HE can say we are getting a
heck of a coach, guess what, Im gonna believe him!!

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:14 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"Budenholzer said Teague "is someone I feel strongly about and he's part of why I'm excited to get this opportunity. He's a
heck of a player. There are a lot of decisions that need to be made on a lot of different fronts, including Jeff. I look forward to
working with Danny on that."

I'm glad to hear that Coach Bud is going to take a different approach with Teague than LD. It is clear that Teague has a
higher ceiling than we have seen previously. Hopefully it will be maximized over the next five years in Atlanta.
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Posted by RamonReturns at 4:16 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

O'B, Josh should definitely cut the amount of 3 pt attempts he has every game. However, I don't think that Josh should
eliminate the jumpers from his game altogether. But I don't think Josh is hopeless though. In my mind for at least the last 3-
4 seasons, Josh has been the best player on a playoff team. Now you add a superstar TO Josh and Al, and you will see
them go to the ECF or Finals. 

The problem is, there aren't any wings available this year beyond Iguoudala and Pierce who would be consider an all star.
That is what you're missing IMO. You could get away with Josh, Al, and Teague if you had an all star wing who was more of a
take over player than Joe. In my opinion this is actually a two year project. You have to wait and see what wings are available
next off season, unless you luck up in the draft.

Posted by AstroJoe at 4:18 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

AJ, I would gladly start a team anchored by Rondo. I never said I don't want Al on my team. But if trading Al is the ONLY way
you could get a superstar player or potential superstar player, than I would make that deal. 
============================================================
If you are trading Al directly for a superstar or superstar type player, I would also make that trade. If you are trading Al to be
wretched enough that eventually you may have the chance to draft a superstar type player, then not only am I NOT making
that trade, but I think that entire line of thinking is so moot at this point it is annoying (i.e., discussing the 2005 NBA draft).
Danny Ferry did not hire Mike Budenholzer because he plans to go wretched the moment after he gets a rejection text, email
or phone call from the agents of CP3 or Dwight. The ongoing "wretched" discussion is a fantasy... Budenholzer didn't leave
one of the best run teams in professional sports because he wants to wait for the collision of wretched basketball, franchise
type draft candidate and lucky ping-pong ball bounce. 

Think of the logistics involved with hiring Coach Bud... which likely included Ferry getting Pop's support almost like a man
getting permission to propose to his daughter. Every report says that Coach Bud has turned down other opportunities. Yet,
he opted for this one. Pop has even granted an interview with the freakin' AJC... he is very much involved with this courtship
between Ferry and Coach Bud. Did you read/hear any comments from Coach Bud's introductory press conference? Why are
we even discussing a Horford trade when Coach Bud only mentioned two players by name... Horford & Teague?

Horford may get traded but unless we're trading him for a known megastar, it ain't happening this summer. Time to move on.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:18 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"Budenholzer said he'll build around Horford and the financial flexibility Ferry began to create by trading Joe Johnson and
Marvin Williams before the 2012-13 season."

http://bigstory.ap.org/article/new-hawks-coach-budenholzer-living-dream

Does this mean Coach Bud considers Horford a "cornerstone" or just the most important player currently under contract?
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I'm glad to hear that Coach Bud is going to take a different approach with Teague than LD. It is clear that Teague has a
higher ceiling than we have seen previously. Hopefully it will be maximized over the next five years in Atlanta.
=============================================================
Rev, for the record, LD talked glowingly about Teague in his first presser also. in fact, LD used Teague during a
demonstration of the offense he would bring to the Hawks as part of his interview. LD then went out and hired NVE to tutor
Teague.

Posted by tjhook at 4:23 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

The real question is whether Coach Bud was in favor of dumping Steven Jackson or keeping him on the Spurs this year
because he still has game and I would not mind seeing Captain Jack in a Hawks uniform again.

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 4:27 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

AJ, Larry Drew said many things during his first month after being hired - little of which turned out to be true. Until I see
otherwise I am hopeful that a new voice in Teague's ear will help raise his ceiling beyond what it was under LD's anal
tutelage.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 4:31 p.m. May. 30, 2013
Report Abuse

"Danny Ferry did not hire Mike Budenholzer because he plans to go wretched the moment after he gets a rejection text, email
or phone call from the agents of CP3 or Dwight. The ongoing "wretched" discussion is a fantasy... Budenholzer didn't leave
one of the best run teams in professional sports because he wants to wait for the collision of wretched basketball, franchise
type draft candidate and lucky ping-pong ball bounce. "

You are right, but that doesn't change the fact that it is the Hawks' best strategy to eventually contend for a title if they lose the
CP3/Dwight sweepstakes.
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